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INTRODUCTION 

Having just returned from SHOT Show 2016, I was gratified to see 

how many red dots on handguns there were in evidence.  Later 

when I gave an interview to Michal Bane, he commented that I 

predicted all of this five years ago. 

I mentioned then, and hold to the view now, that technology will 

drive the state of the art of combat shooting forward, and that skills 

will adapt to keep up with and take advantage of technology.  

There will always be those archaic personnel that insist all they 

need will be a good set of iron sights on old slab-sides and that 

those new-fangled pistol optics will slow them down (not that they 

were so fast to begin with).   

But the reality is that these "new fangled pistol optics" now sit in 

the holsters of police officers, military operators and skilled private 

citizens, and have been there for a nearly half decade thus far. 
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Rather than slow anyone down, or cause the proverbial dogs and 

cats to move in together, their presence has allowed skills to 

advance and surpass what was possible with older methods and 

older equipment to meet the new threats of today. 

It isn't 1975 any longer and the threats are in fact quite different.  

While the "mugger in the parking lot" is still as much a threat as he 

was in 1975, there is just as real and just as prolific a threat in the 

guise of the active shooter or jihadist. Our skills and gear should 

not be limited by tradition, nor by fear of modernity.  

I still see some get it wrong in the industry.  And while that makes 

the instructor/evangelist in me frustrated, it makes the capitalist 

businessman in me leap for joy. 

It has been three years since I wrote the original Red Dot Combat 

Pistols book, and a great deal of water has passed under the bridge.  

So much so that I now set forth to write an update to that.  This 

will include my views on the current state of the industry, a review 

of new products, and some things we have learned along the way. 

Onward...Always Onward, 

 

Gabe Suarez 

President - Suarez International   
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PISTOL SIGHTS AND THE RESISTANCE TO PROGRESS  

 
 

I recall when Aimpoints first began appearing on rifles in the early 

1990s. The resistance from the “traditional” tactics world was 

incredible. Much the same when the plastic Austrian pistol began 

gaining prominence. And yet today, you would be hard pressed to 

see a non- plastic handgun in a police holster or a rifle without 

some sort of optic. It is called progress and for those that are 

change averse, progress is a frightening thing because it means that 

maybe their suppositions about life were not quite perfect. 

The big one today is the red dot on handguns. I shake my head like 

Magellan might have when explaining to the church that the earth 

was not flat as they believed for so long. The anti-red dot rhetoric 

seems to be increasing with the popularity of the system. One 

might wonder why that is. I suspect it has to do with the same 

phenomena that caused the flat earth movement to linger for so 

long.  

http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01b7c823a8fc970b-popup
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Those in prominence had so much invested in the flat earth 

concept that admitting it was wrong would shake the very 

underpinnings of their world. It may even cast doubt on the 

existence of the deity himself. And so they fought hard to maintain 

the status-quo they were so invested in. 

We see that in training. There is a definite new system to using 

these red dot equipped weapons, and much of it goes totally 

against what the “use the sights at all distances” crowd has been 

teaching. To accept the red dot, they would have to accept that 

their assumptions about the world are not quite what they 

expected, and that is unacceptable. 

In the next few weeks I will be writing refutations of many 

commonly held ideas about this. 

One common thing that is done is a shooting test is set up, either 

intentionally or unintentionally organized to prove a certain theory. 

Gunsite used to do this in the old days, setting up Pepper Poppers 

to only fall if hit solidly with a 45 ACP but not with a lesser 

caliber. The result proved, ostensibly, that 9mm was not suitable 

for carry (now get thee to the Pro-Shop and buy a 45!). 

These tests however are flawed because the red dot pistols are 

likely not set up properly (with accompanying co-witnessed 

sights), or the shooters using them have not been shown how to use 

them. Thus they are wrestling with unfamiliar equipment. But 

them they are given the weapons they are accustomed to and they 

run the test again with overwhelmingly better results. The findings 

of course are evident, but the test was foolishly run. 
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I could prove beyond the shadow of a doubt that a landline is a 

much better communication device than a smart phone using the 

same method. What I would do is take a user and give them an I 

Phone they had never used before…and a landline phone. I would 

set up a timer and ask them to dial a number. 

Ready “go”. 

Not fair to the I Phone? 

Well, if my goal was to show the inefficiency of the I Phone, I just 

did it didn’t I? 

I could even have a bunch of guys that agreed me in attendance 

and say the whole thing was “peer reviewed”. 

Here is reality. 

From bad breath range to seven yards or so, you do not need any 

sights to hit a man’s chest. None. And if it is a reactive event, 

meaning the other fellow has started it unexpectedly, you will be 

running off the line of fire and shooting back, likely one handed 

and with your visual focus on the threat. That is reality just like the 

reality that the earth is round. Neither lasers, nor red dots, nor the 

best iron sights on earth will be of any use to you. I defy any 

shooting instructor on earth to show me differently. 

If all you are concerned about is preparing for the “average civilian 

self defense event”, don’t even bother reading anything else. Get 

yourself a J-frame and practice point shooting out to five yards. 

And don’t waste your time nor your money attending unneeded 
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training. Spend it instead on clean food and a gym membership 

because you really are in greater danger from metabolic disease 

than a mugger. But if you have interest in being more than 

mediocre, read on. 

 

Where sights and lasers and red dots come into their own is in 

proactive events. A proactive event is a situation, at any distance, 

where the adversary has either shown his intent to take a life, or 

has already begun doing so. You are probably not the intended 

target, although you might be. 

Situations like this can be illustrated by: 

1). Bad guy having taken cover, close range or far away, and is 

exposing a part of his body to your gunfire. 
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2). Bad guy engaging, or about to engage while surrounded by 

non-combatants. 

3). Active shooter/terrorist where a head shot is indicated 

So anytime the target is small, distant or difficult, the sights help 

you hit better and of the sights that are available the simplest and 

easiest to use are the red dot sights. 

A red dot does not require that you use it when what is called for is 

point shooting. Nor does the red dot require you to use it in 

conjunction with the iron sights. I have written extensively on the 

methodology of using the red dot and I wonder if my material is 

read by anyone, because all they need to do is follow my free 

suggestions and they will get the idea right away. 

Here is a link to my blog with a repository of my red dot studies 

dating back to 2010. 

http://blog.suarezinternational.com 

With a red dot-equipped pistol, you can point shoot it anytime you 

would normally point shoot, and use the sights anytime you would 

need the sights. And when you need those sights, you can use the 

irons or the red dot as necessary. But once you are shown how to 

use the red dot by people who understand, you will default to the 

dot far more than the irons. 

Lets discuss lasers briefly. I have an article on lasers coming soon, 

but this will get us in the general area. Laser are fine for proactive 

shooting but unnecessary for reactive shooting. In truth, and I refer 

http://blog.suarezinternational.com/2016/03/RED%20DOT%20STUDIES
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to our force on force exercises, you will not have time to wait to 

see the laser. You will be much faster point shooting during those 

close range emergencies. 

For proactive events they work fairly well for close range small 

targets, such as an exposed head or elbow. But the farther away the 

target is, especially if there is a good amount of lighting, the more 

difficult it will be for you to see the laser. Try putting a laser of a 

head at 25 yards in the noonday sun. Not great results, but with a 

red dot sight, no problem at all. More on this is forthcoming as I 

said. Since I have found the longer an article is, the more we 

challenge the modern attention span, I will end here. 

Let's not forget that even in ancient times sailors knew that the 

Earth was round while the religious leaders denied the fact. 
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WHY COWITNESS SIGHTS ARE IMPORTANT 

I hear it all the time.  Usually it comes from a shooter whose entire 

background is the competition world.  

“Those iron sights get in the way” 

“You don’t need those back up sights, the red dot is reliable” 

Or my favorite one – 

“If you need those training wheel sights your draw and 

presentation sucks” 

Well, I am beginning to understand what Jeff Cooper meant by 

exasperation.  There are several issues at play here – primarily that 
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very few people actually read anything these days. Thus it is not 

surprising that the various blog articles and even the free tips on 

my forum, not to mention an entire first book…have not been read 

by those wanting to use red dots.  What was the story of the horse 

and the water? 

Another issue is that the competition crowd equates match 

shooting with self-defense performance, and in fact think very 

poorly of anyone who doesn’t make their sport the focus of their 

training.  Not everyone is interested in shooting matches, and that 

notwithstanding, a match as harrowing as they may be, is not the 

same as a gunfight.  Shortcuts taken in a match may cost you 

dearly on the street or battlefield. 

But that is an old song.  Suffice to say that a competitive shooter’s 

favored gear may not be the best choice for carrying every day to 

shoot bad guys with. 

So let me restate the very important reasons why those iron sights 

need to ne on the pistol. 

1).  As an ever present back up to the red dot.  Perhaps an 

irrelevant issue in a match as the shooter has fresh batteries and if 

something goes wrong, he has lost the match anyway.  For the 

soldier, police officer, or civilian gunfighter, things are not as clean 

and safe.   

All man made things can fail.  Whether it is a GPS unit, a Smart 

Phone, or a Trijicon RMR, the smart user has a back up.  For 
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example, wise soldiers may use a GPS but also have a map and 

compass along.  Nothing is different here.  If the red dot goes out 

unexpectedly, all the shooter need do is shift visual focus and shoot 

with the irons. 

2).  As a tandem sighting system.  Just like those offset sights on 

your M4, the Co Witness Iron sights serve as a perfectly workable 

set of sights that the shooter can use anytime he wants.  There may 

be times when you want to use the irons and there may be times 

when you want to use the dot.  More on this later. 

3).  To insure the Red Dot remains zeroed.  Part of the Weapons 

Check for these pistols is to look at the sights and then at the dot, 

verifying that they are still lined up with each other…or co-

witnessed.  

Although you do not need the dot sitting perfectly on the front 

sight to shoot and hit (see Asymmetric Dot Studies), when the 

pistol is held in the hands, and aligned perfectly with the sights 
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aligned in the traditional manner (top of the front sight level with 

the top of the rear sight and with equal amount of light visible on 

either side of the front sight), that dot should sit squarely on top of 

the front sight, or slightly below depending on how you have 

zeroed.  Specifically in any case the windage should be perfect.  If 

when checking in this way, you see the dot is off to one side or the 

other, it means something is wrong. 

Without this Co-Witness capability a dot that becomes misaligned 

either due to faulty dials, or to abuse will not be found out by the 

shooter.  With this capability, during the daily weapons check, if 

one looks at the relationship between dot and sights and sees a 

misalignment where there should be alignment, he has the 

knowledge to know something is wrong and take steps to fix the 

issue. 

4).  To verify that the red dot is still zeroed when the need arises 

to remove the optic, either for thorough cleaning, battery changing, 

or whatever. 

Often a shooter will be required to remove the dot for thorough 

maintenance such as soaking a very dirty slide in solvent.  Or the 

battery will need to be changed (such as on Trijicon RMRs). Or the 

shooter needs to qualify, or attend a training session, or whatever 

that requires there not be a red dot on the pistol.  But having 

completed the task, wants to put it back atop the slide. 

With the Co-Witnessed sights, the shooter can immediately verify 

zero without needing to go to the range and shoot a group.  If the 
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zero has moved, it is a simple task to bring the red dot back into 

coincidence with the irons via-a-vis the zero dials. 

Having redundant sighting systems that operate independently of 

one another is a huge asset in the street or on the battlefield.  Not 

necessary for the match shooter, perhaps, but the match shooter is 

not shooting for his life. 

 

I am not castigating the competition crowd.  In fact, I tell my 

students that there is much to be learned by watching the top 

shooters there, but I think many of those top shooters often get 

caught up in the fantasy of sport and should keep a much more 

open mind about what reality is all about, and reality is not going 

to be found on the range.  
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THE VALUE OF ACCURACY 

 

his best in non-pressured proactive group shooting. 

On the face of it, the title 

seems obvious. Sort of 

like saying water is wet. 

But it is something that 

must be discussed in the 

realm of combat shooting 

as there seems to be a 

great deal of the 

"complacent quest for 

adequacy" creeping into 

the study.  

 

"Its good enough for 

gunfighting", one man 

may say as he views his 

pizza sized group on the 

cardboard, not taking into 

consideration that what he 

is viewing was not the 

result of an hour of 

busting off the x in 

reactive drills...but rather  

http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01b8d19051de970c-popup
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The combat crowd might scoff at our standards of "all shots 

touching" as an indicator of accuracy (both of man and gun and 

ammo). But the more accurate the shooter is, and the more 

accurate his weapon is, the greater a margin for error he has if 

things are less than optimal when he has to shoot.  

Think of a custom pistol that is capable of all shots touching at ten 

yards, compared to a pistol of lesser development that is only 

capable of a six inch group at ten yards. If the dynamics of conflict 

increase group size by a factor of four, the shooter with the less 

accurate weapon will miss many of his shots. (His accuracy 

potential having grown from a 6" group to a 24" inch group).  

The shooter has a margin of error that is considerably better with 

the more accurate pistol. Much the same can be said for rifles. 

It all begins and ends with accurate shooting, and accurate 

shooting is made up of a number of components. 
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First of all is the shooter. He must have a reasonable level of skill 

at the fundamentals of shooting. There is no secret to these and 

they are shared with every single basic level class that we teach.  

The problem is that the fundamentals of marksmanship are not as 

fun as rappelling upside down from a building and shooting while 

Five Finger Death Punch plays in the background. But the truth is 

that if you want to hit that target at the base of the rappelling 

tower, you need to know those fundamentals. And so few 

instructors even understand them, much less understand how to 

teach them. 

Next is the weapon. And please understand...you do not need to 

be a world champion to benefit from a world champion 
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firearm. The truth is that the world champion firearm will help 

you develop greater skill that a low quality weapon with poor 

sights and trigger that you must wrestle with as you work to 

develop skills. Its easier to begin with a quality weapon if you can 

afford one. 

Think of the qualities of the weapon as sub groups. 

First we have the ergonomics or the feel of the interface 

between the man and the weapon.  

Grip size and girth are considerations. The way the pistol sits in the 

hand should be as low as possible without injuring the hand. This 

has to do with the direction of recoil forces and the leverage they 

create on the hand. A pistol that sits higher will exert more 

leverage on the hand and thus the shooter will experience a greater 

degree of muzzle flip. Whereas a shooter using a pistol that sits 

lower in the hand will not. As well the ability to center the pistol 

frame in the web of the hand so that the bones of the forearm are as 

close to the axis of the bore will aid in indexing that pistol on 

target. 

Next point has to do with the sighting system. The hand and its 

hold on the pistol, aided by the other hand and the desire to point it 

is what orients or aligns the weapon on target. For close range 

emergency shots that is sufficient, but contrary to the point 

shooters, not all shots fit into that category.  

The more difficult the shot, the more there is a need for greater 

refinement of that alignment. "Good enough" is not when you have 
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only an elbow of an eye to shoot at, or if that critical shot must be 

taken past a loved one.  

You want much more than "good enough", you want "nearly 

perfect"...and that is what the sights are there for. 

Cooper had it right to a degree, but its not simply about seeing the 

sights. I can put a big gumball on my slide and see it from across 

the street, but that will not help me to index it on the target.  

The front sight must be seen through the rear sight in a way that 

their relative alignment is easy and repeatable. That calls for 

square and hard angles and for sharp corners. And the best 

situation arises when that easily seen and aligned set of sights is 

smaller than the intended target. 

The limit to seeing of course is the acuity of vision. In 2015 the 

miracle of medicine has the capability of restoring the vision of an 

18 year old to a man in his fifties. And to the frustrated man with 

poor vision I would say instead of putting a gumball on your slide, 

go see an eye doctor and see if he can help.  

That said, are there modern solutions to this age old and age 

related problem? With the introduction of the red dot systems into 

the pistol world there are.  

The main counter to their addition seems to be that it costs money. 

Well, yes it does, but so does not being able to hit the man you 

need to hit in order to save your family. Its all a matter of what you 

want. Nothing good, from eye surgery to a quality optic on your 

firearm, is cheap. 
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What the red dot does is make it very simple to get the hits on 

anything you wish to hit from arm's reach to 100 yards, because it 

is super easy to align and refine that sighting system on any target 

in any light conditions. And as long as the rest of the action is done 

correctly, you will in fact hit that target. 

The rest of the action is trigger. Again the purveyors of adequacy 

promote overly heavy, difficult to operate triggers citing liability-

fearing writers in the gun press who have never fired a shot in 

anger in their lives, or some case that they heard of from someone 

else where a trigger was the cause of a man going to the gallows.  

Much of it urban myth...and in my opinion should be discounted. 

A good trigger will allow you to exercise your marksmanship 

skill without doing anything to degrade the alignment on target 

that you created.  

Triggers need not be "light", but certainly they should not be 

heavy.  

New York triggers and Chicago Triggers such as offered by Glock 

are an abomination and designed for those whose weapons are far 

more a danger in the locker room than on the street against 

criminals. 

I will say that if you run into a trainer that is advocating these as a 

good thing, you should leave that class as that man does have 

anything of value to share with you. 
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A good trigger can be single stage or two stage, but it must be 

smooth as glass on the take up. Every bit of grit will move your 

muzzle off target. When it breaks it must break clean and not be so 

heavy that it jars your pistol off target as you press. And the reset 

after the shot must be clear and easy to feel. 

And of course we have the issue of ammunition, but that is a 

discussion all its own. Suffice to say that accurate ammo is not 

cheap ammo. Not usually anyway. 

All those components will add up to exercised accuracy. The 

more accurate you and your firearm are, the better. 
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ZEROING THE PISTOL - HOW TO "SHOOT THEM IN THE FACE"  

 

Any gun will hit COM at ten yards...but our goal is retinal shots at 

that distance. Nuances in grip, how you sights, what portion of the 

eye you use to see the sights/dot, visual acuity, all contribute in the 

same way that a rifle zeroed for one man will not be perfectly 

zeroed for the next man...................................................................... 

 

The iron sights do in fact have to be zeroed if you want something 

more than point shooting at an auto shop restroom. In class I have 

seen new pistols with the sights off for anything more than 10 yard 

COM shooting. Zeroing involves adjusting them for windage and 

elevation with YOUR MEAT AMMO at a given distance. Most 

important is windage. That can be done by drifting the rear sight. 

Elevation is not as crucial, but that can be done by shaving small 

http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01b7c80662df970b-popup
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amounts off the front sight or replacing the front sight. 

 

The zero will not be the same with Tula or WWB. I tell guys - zero 

for killing ammo, but note where your training ammo hits. Zeroing 

for training ammo and then expecting all ammo, regardless of 

source, quality or brand to hit same is not going to 

happen............................................................................................ 

 

Mine are set so the dot sits atop the front post when the sights are 

aligned properly. I find that with a ten yard zero using 115 gr. DPX 

ammo, I am good for face shots to 25 yards, and body shots out to 

100 yards. If I change to 124 or 147 grain bullets, that zero table is 

not valid past ten yards. 

Once the iron sights are zeroed, simply bring the Trijicon RMR 

into coincidence with your iron sights and you will be zeroed. It is 

important to read the Trijicon manual prior to making any 

adjustments to the RMR unit. All the information is there for you. 

We suggest zeroing at 10 yards. That will give you eye socket 

accuracy inside 10 yards where many gunfights take place, center 

of mass out to about 75 yards and, using a high chest hold, allow 

you to hit a man out to about 150 yards. 

With a 10 yard zero and 115 grain DPX ammo this is what it 

should be for bullet drop per JBM Ballistic Calculator. 

 

Another reason to zero at 10 yards in the accuracy of pistols in 

general. From a rest with factory ammo the best you are going to 

get group wise is 3-4" at 25 yards. This can be frustrating as you 

will be chasing zero around to get it centered in the group. 
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I have mine at 10 yards. I can put five in an eyeball...literally a 

3/4" paster dot...at that distance. It is the farthest "long shot" inside 

my home. Yet with the Corbon ammo, it will still allow for face 

shots at 25 yards, and body shots at 100 yards. 

Range Drop 

(yd)   (in) 

0...... - 0.7 

5...... - 0.3 

10....   0.0 

15.....  0.3 

20.....  0.4 

25.....  0.6 

30.....  0.6 

35.....  0.6 

40.....  0.5 

45.....  0.4 

50.....  0.1 

55..... -0.2 

60..... -0.5 

65 .....-1.0 

70..... -1.5 

75..... -2.1 

80..... -2.8 

85..... -3.6 

90..... -4.4 

95..... -5.3 

100... -6.3 

 

So...out to 100 yards you 

are within 6" point of aim- 

point of impact and with 

less drop at 100 yards, than 

other zero distances. Look 

at these charts. 

 

10 yard zero 

25 yards is +0.7 

50 yards is +0.4 

75 yards is -1.9 

100 yards is -6.4 

 

15 yard zero 

25 yards is +0.2 

50 yards is -0.6 

75 yards is -3.4 

100 yards is -8.3 

 

25 yard zero 

25 yards is +0.0 

50 yards is -1.0 

75 yards is -4.0 

100 yards is -9.1
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TANDEM SIGHTING CONCEPTS 

 

 

I will say something controversial right here.  (Oh, that has never 

happened before).   

The vast majority of the gun community around the world has no 

bloody idea what the sights are for or how to use them.  

There.  I know somewhere on a remote shooting range some old 

range master is sticking pins in a Gabe Suarez doll. 
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So, let me continue by asking a question.  What aligns the pistol on 

target? 

If you said the sights, you fall into that “vast majority group” I was 

discussing earlier.   

The body, the hand eye coordination, and the grip is what 

aligns the pistol on target, not the sights.   

If you read Fairbairn (a very eloquent writer tasked with training 

uninterested and low dedication personnel) he stresses grip and 

pointing, as do the majority of the old time gunfighters.  If you 

were in a fight with an adversary a car length away and wanted to 

hit him in the chest, you would likely use grip, body position, and 

the desire to point the gun at the threat. 

These three things can be refined in training very easily, and 

certain things have shown great merit, such as bringing the pistol 

up to the line of sight rather than shooting from the belt line, and 

the use of two hands when possible.  

But it is those things, and not the sights…any sights…that get the 

gun pointed at the threat/target.   

Incidentally, in ten years of conducting open and unrestricted force 

on force sessions, we have never seen anyone successfully use one 

handed, below eye level shooting such as what the point shooting 

only guys promote.  Nonetheless, these same successful force on 
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force trainees did not use classic sight pictures since the sights had 

been removed from their Airsoft and Simmunitions guns.   

Yet at close ranges they did just fine.  How? By using The body, 

the hand eye coordination, and the grip to align the weapon 

and fire. 
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The next question is of course, then why have sights at all?   

Quite simply, because not every gunfight is an unequal initiative 

event at close range, and not every target is a torso at ten feet 

distance.  

When the target requires greater marksmanship, and there is 

more time, the sights serve to verify an alignment that already 

exists. 

And don’t think that is something heretical, as Jeff Cooper said the 

very same thing in a video from the 1980s (a VHS Tape no less). 

Unless there is a pressing need to fire on extension due to a very 

close threat, the shooter has time to bring the visual focus back 

from the target to sights and ask himself, “Is it right?”  If it is, he 

continues to the trigger. 

Another point that is often missed by many is that simply seeing 

the sights is not sufficient.  The visual input brought by those 

sights is what is important.  For example, as you point the 

handgun, you are getting visual information from it.  You can tell, 

more or less, if the pistol is aligned properly on a chest at ten feet 

by simply the way the silhouette of the slide looks on the target.  

And if it is on, you do not need any further refinement, you mash 

the trigger and shoot the bad guy on the chest somewhere. 
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But there are times when you will in fact need greater refinement 

and if your sights do not offer that because of the immense and 

easily seen size, you have gained nothing at all. 

 

So the first reason for sights…their purpose if you will, is to 

visually verify the alignment created physically by the shooter.   

The second reason or purpose is to positively index the pistol on 

the desired target. 

How this works is this.  Think or what a target looks like at 

distance.  We can go extreme here for illustration only.  A standard 

IPSC sized steel is roughly the width of a standard front sight with 

a little target left over on each side.  As long as the front sight 
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width does not exceed the visual width of the target, you can index 

the pistol with a great deal of precision.  The same effect is 

important at closer ranges.  But outside of the realm where you can 

point shoot or shoot without referencing the sights. 

If the front sight is excessively wide, you will not be able to index 

on target and you will not be able to shoot with the same degree of 

precision. 

   

This popular sight is easily seen by the shooter, but difficult to 

index on a target.  It works great in distance zones where you will 

be much faster using the body, the hand eye coordination, and the 

grip to align the weapon and fire.  They are of no use when you 

need greater precision on a small, distant, or difficult target. 
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This image from a military Field Manual shows the traditional 

sights indexed on a target.  Maybe a little less prominent to the 

shooter’s eye for close range shooting, but far easier to index and 

use in the realm where sight verification is actually needed. 

And don’t forget that inside of five yards, or fifteen feet, you will 

do just fine using a slide with no sights at all.   We have students 

do this on the first day of training and some seem amazed since 

they have always been told that you must use the sights all the time 

at all distances or horrible things will befall you.   

Iron sights exist to visually verify the physical alignment, and to 

assist in indexing the pistol on the desired target.  If the sights you 

have chosen fail to do one or both of those jobs, its time to put 

away the emotion and get some new sights. 
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Enter the dot.  The “easy button” 

The dot, once properly installed and organized in conjunction with 

the iron sights does this for you automatically.  As long as the dot 

is on the desired point of impact, the shot will hit that point of 

impact if you are able to press the shot without changing things. 

The dot eliminates eye sprint, or the inherent need of the eyes to at 

times dart out to the target and back to the sights during an 

engagement.  Hard enough to do for many people, it becomes even 

more difficult as you age.  But if all you need to do is keep your 

eyes on the target and see the dot in the same visual field, it 
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doesn’t matter if you are twenty or eighty since the sight picture is 

the same.   

Moreover, even the largest dots, say a 13 MOA basketball dot 

made by Trijicon in its RM03, and shown on the previous page, is 

still no wider than a typical front sight.   

But how much easier is it to see, and to index that dot on a target.  

Verification of alignment and indexing on target…far more easily 

done with a red dot system than any permutations of iron sights. 

Tandem Sighting 

So think of your Red Dot pistol as having two separate sighting 

systems.  One is the iron sights, the other is the combination of 

front sight and rear sight.   

They are not intended to be used together.  They are intended to be 

used independently of each other.  What that means is that you do 

not need to align the sights and then work to place the dot on top of 

the front sight to fire the shot accurately.  I don’t know where 

shooters got that notion but it is blatantly wrong. 

So, you can –  

1).  Use the iron sights and ignore the dot. 

2).  Use the dot and ignore the irons 
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But do not attempt to use them together for anything other than 

checking the visual zero and the status of the dot’s cowitness at the 

beginning of the day.  
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PROBLEMS PERCEIVED 

Nothing is free, and with all new technologies there are 

perceived issues and a learning curve.  Because a smart phone is 

more difficult to use than a landline should not cause is to eschew 

the smart phone.  Better to learn the new technology and take 

advantage of its benefits. 

Problem Picking up the dot.  This is an area where everyone over 

thinks it.  There are entire articles devoted to this with so many 
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varying proposed solutions many guys simply say its too much and 

dismiss the dot altogether.   

So here is the simple way...too simple in fact.  If your dot is 

cowitnessed to be on your front sight, and if you have trained 

countless times to acquire that front sight, what will you 

automatically begin to see when you present the pistol and catch 

the sights? 

Wait for it....the dot of course.  If you see the front sight, you will 

see the dot.  Now what happens is that as your eye becomes 

accustomed to seeing that dot, it will always look for the dot and 

actually begin to ignore the irons.   

That is when using the dot becomes faster than using the 

irons.   

The problem is that Peter Pistolshooter picks up a red dot 

pistol...looks through the optic not knowing what to look for or 

what he is actually seeing, and gets confused.  Then with all the 

experts giving him advice, and drops the entire idea.   

Co-Witnessed sights will teach you to use the red dot.  Eventually - 

everything takes effort - you will see the dot and ignore the irons.  

And that is that. 

Concerns With Height Over Bore.  Not a big deal as long as it is 

not exaggerated.  Think of an M4 with that Aimpoint as close to 

the bore line as the weapon will allow.  Nice, easy to use, and 

accurate.  Now think of an old school AR-15 with the carry handle 
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and a scope mounted atop that carry handle with a couple of inches 

more height over bore.   

Is that weapon as easy to use?  No its not.  So height over bore is a 

factor.  Generally speaking, the lower it is the better it is. 

 

Iron Sights Obscuring the Dot.  I honestly don't know how that is 

possible.  The dot is not ON THE TARGET like a laser.  The dot is 

projected on the screen you are looking through.  So unless you 

have obtained extra height (even above the traditional suppressor 

cowitness sights of about .300 - .315), they will not be in your 

way.  

The only thing I can think of is excessive attempts to use the irons 

in conjunction with the dot.  Use one or the other and you will 

never have that issue. 
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Rain Gets On My Lens.  Well, yes.  It also gets on the Aimpoint 

Micros used by SWAT and Special Operations guys.  What do 

they do?  The same thing that you do when rain gets on your 

glasses.  Wipe them off.  And if you need to take a shot in a 

downpour, don’t worry…see the discussion on point shooting.  It 

would not be any different with a set of iron sights only. 

That said, there are products that are used to keep rain from 

“sticking” to glass such as Rain-X.  They all work to a degree. 

One gent was writing that on the range the rain pooled into the 

window of his RMR and it was an issue.  Still, I suspect if I put a 

bad guy target for an emergency shot up close he would have made 

the shot with no loss of time…and if the shot required greater 

accuracy, there would be time to wipe the lens, just as there would 

normally be time to wipe off your eyeglasses. 

There are a group of guys using these that like to swim before they 

shoot people and they report no problems with using these 

methods.   

But, please, wait until the next rain storm and test out your skills 

with each system…irons only and red dot and see what is possible, 

for yourself, with an open mind. 

Problems With Batteries.  So just because your smart phone may 

run out of juice is no reason to not use it. Same with this.  If we 

agree that there is some maintenance involved, then changing out 

the batteries becomes a planned even, just like changing out your 

carry ammo once a year. 
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For those overly worried about this, there are the dual illuminated 

models (powered by tritium and fiber optics) which serve well.  In 

fact there is an entire chapter dedicated to using those.   

The new Leupold Delta Point Pro has a “low battery” feature as 

well and its battery can be changed out with your fingers without 

removing the red dot from the slide.  

But regardless of all that, remember that your pistol has two 

sighting systems.  If you detect that your dot has gone out due to a 

malfunction or a dead battery, simply make it an immediate action 

to shift immediately to the iron sights.   

Again…simple. 
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THE CONCEPT OF ASYMMETRIC DOT POSITIONING  

 
 

As we noted in the previous chapter, the dot does not work WITH 

the sights. It works independently of the sights. Misinformed 

people attempting to use them together and at the same time is 

where the myth that they slow you down came from. 

A man using an M4 Rifle with cowitnessed iron sights does not 

seek to align the red dot with the iron sights before shooting does 

he?  No, and neither is that necessary when using a red dot 

equipped handgun. 

 

Think of them like two distinct sighting systems. As long as the 

http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01b8d190513b970c-popup
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dot is on the desired area of the target you wish to hit, you will in 

fact hit that target area - regardless of where the dot is in relation to 

the iron sights. If in doubt about why those irons are there, please 

read the original Red Dot Pistols book and the thorough 

explanation therein. 

 

Trust the dot and use it without giving any additional thought to 

where it is in relation to the iron sights...only its relation to the 

target.  This is best used when shooting at speed, from awkward 

shooting positions, or on the move. 

It is also extremely useful when shooting from cover.  If you can 

visually get the dot on a threat, you can neutralize it without 

needing to present any additional exposure to the adversary. 

http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01bb08ab09b1970d-popup
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Trust the dot! 

 

Next time you get out to the range I want you to try this drill.  Pick 

a spot on the target.  Mark it with something so you hold 

consistently on that spot.  Then move the pistol slightly off point 

but keep the dot visually on the target spot.  See these images 

below.   

 

 

Try it out.  What you will find is that as long as that dot appears to 

be on the impact point you have chosen, you will hit it even if it 

appears in the upper or lower, or a corner of the screen. 

The dot does not need to be centered to be useful.  That in itself is 

a great help in tactical problems where you may not have the 

luxury of “planting your feet, facing down range and addressing 

the targets” like a competitor might.  TRUST THE DOT 

http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01bb08ab09b1970d-popup
http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01bb08ab09b1970d-popup
http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01bb08ab09c9970d-popup
http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01b7c8066183970b-popup
http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01bb08ab09d7970d-popup
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OPTIMIZING THE DUAL ILLUMINATED RMR  

 

We have been working with these for a few weeks now. I have 

been carrying one daily on my Glock 17 to get a first hand idea of 

the advantages and liabilities of the units.  

Specifically I am referring to the Trijicon Dual Illuminated RMRs: 

The RM03, 04, 05, and 08. These have 13 MOA, 7 MOA, 9 MOA 

and 12.9 Triangle respectively. I am referring as well to the Amber 

Dot units and not to the Green Dot units. The green do units 

require a pinkish hue to the glass and we will discuss those later. 
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The Dual Illuminated units have a plastic strip along the top of the 

RMR that acts as a fiber optic collecting available light to power 

the dot. It is also powered by a tritium element that ostensibly will 

last ten years or more. These do not require any batteries and that 

is both where the advantage and liability lies. 

It is an advantage because all one need do is install it on their slide 

and run it unconcerned about batteries for years. This is favored by 

men who travel in the outskirts of civilization where there may 

well be no batteries at all to be had. But it is also a liability in that 

the fiber optic and tritium are dependent on the existing light 

conditions to function at their utmost. 

 

Think of this in terms of tritium sights. Unless you go into a 

sufficiently darkened environment, you will not see them glow. 
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This is the same situation with the tritium in the RMR. It must be 

dark enough for that amber dot to stand out. The idea is that if it is 

not dark enough to notice the tritium, you will have the fiber optic 

to power the dot. And 90% of the time the concept works fine. 

Where we run into trouble is when the available ambient light is 

insufficient to power the fiber optic, but the darkness is insufficient 

to allow the tritium to stand out. 

Examples below: 

1). Early pre-sunrise morning, or just at sunset. This is an area 

where identifying targets is also difficult and you would be 

unlikely to engage anyone at distance simply because you would 

not likely see them in the first place. Use of the handgun would be 

the same as if you were equipped with iron sights only. 

2). Engaging a threat in an illuminated environment while you 

are concealed in a dark environment. The situation is best 

illustrated with you inside the house wanting to engage a bad guy 

approaching from the outside. Use of the handgun would be the 

same as if you were equipped with iron sights only. 

3). When using a weapon mounted light. As soon as the light 

comes on, there is insufficient darkness to power the fiber optic (as 

it is directed toward the threat and not in an ambient situation), and 

yet insufficient darkness at that point to see the tritium. This is 

what some term as "washout". Again, use of the handgun would be 

the same as if you were equipped with iron sights only. 

At all other times excluding these, the Amber Dot RMRs serve as 

well as their red LED counterparts. So the question becomes how 
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to minimize your liability when using the system in the three 

situations shown. 

We have found an interesting workaround. It is a tactical solution 

rather than a technical one. First is the use of standard tritium 

sights in conjunction with this category of RMR. I like my design 

of course as I think it is simpler than the others on the market (a 

front dot and a rear dot rather than three dots), but the same effect 

can be obtained using any of them. 

The shooter trains his eye to visually shift focus from where he 

expects the dot to be to the iron sights any time he has difficulty 

getting on the dot. This is the visual immediate action drill for a 

failed battery and just as valid for a washed out amber dot. And in 

minimal light but insufficient darkness we found that the tritium 

sights not only help keep the pistol aligned and usable under those 

varying light conditions, but also guides the eye back to the dot 

even if it is fainter than usual due to circumstance. 

With this in mind, the shooter can optimize the advantages and 

minimize the drawbacks of the Dual Illuminated RMR. 
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AN OLD CONCEPT WHOSE TIME RETURNED  

 

The rediscovery of the stocked pistol in Glock PDW form has 

created a dialog about this early 20th century weapon. But with it, 

some persistent questions about its role and its use.  The perfect 

storm that created this weapon was the Americans with Disabilities 

http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01b7c818d51f970b-popup
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Act, SIG Sauer's invention of the "Arm Brace", and the existence 

of the red dot pistol. 

Those three situations gave rise to a class of weapon that in my 

opinion makes all the semi-auto SMG copies such as the Evo, the 

MPX, and even the legacy MP5s, virtually obsolete. 

I wanted to discuss its shootability. It is a difficult thing to express, 

but we all know it when we see it...or feel it. A Glock is more 

"shootable" than a Desert Eagle for example. There are intangibles 

such as weight, balance, the feel of the recoil pulse, etc. 

In order to have a baseline of objectivity I dragged out some old 

SMG Qualification Courses and used the PDW to run them. 

The first one was Taylor's old SMG segment of the oddly named 

Combat Master Course. The course is as follows - 

Two shots at each distance from 50 to 10 meters at ten meter 

intervals (so...50, 40, 30, etc...all the way to ten yards) with 

decreasing time limits. Three seconds at 5o yards all the way down 

to 1 second at ten yards. All time limits were met easily with the 

Glock PDW and I will note that the "stock" helps immensely at 

coming up on target quickly. I repeated the drills with a standard 

Glock from ready position and the PDW was a little faster each 

time. 

The follow up second shot was also faster as the recoil pulse is 

almost non-existent. 
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Taylor was fond of the Underarm Assault position where he 

favored full auto use. The times reflected this with two shots at 10 

meters in 1 second and 7 meters in .8 seconds (not a problem with 

the PDW). The last stage in this was with two shots at 3 meters in a 

half second. I didn't make that one, taking a full .75. But I was not 

using full auto on any of these and didn't really use an underarm 

assault. 

Head shots at 7 meters and 10 meters in 1.5 and 2.0 seconds 

respectively was quite easy...the RMR making this a simple 

exercise. 

All in all, the only place where a true SMG in full auto would have 

been beneficial would have been a 3 meters, but then only for a .25 

second benefit............................................................................... 

 

And before you begin regaling me with questions about why only 

two shots and what kind of target and all that jazz, let me stop you 

and tell you that I used this because there are very few SMG 

Qualification Courses out there and didn't want to spend the time 

to write our own as it would undoubtedly be suggested the course 

was written so the PDW would pass. The PDW needed to perform 

in a drill designed for the SMG, and it did so. 

Now to the usual questions - 

Why not just use a rifle? 

Well...it depends on the mission and the environment. I think we 

have killed the myth of the universal weapon. I even tried to build 
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a universal rifle once. No...all weapons are special purpose 

weapons designed to operate within a given niche. An SMG is 

better for Urban CQB than the sniper rifle...for example. 

But back to the question - the main advantages of the rifle are 

reach and penetration. But that comes at a price of size, weight and 

muzzle blast. Yes, we can add a silencer but we are now adding 

more weight and size. Everyone wants a weapon the size of an HK 

PDW that can bring down a T-Rex. Such a thing does not exist.  

Suffice that the SMG shines and is selected over the assault rifle 

are characterized by high intensity, short duration, 

aggressive/proactive events in urban areas (and plenty of teams 

still opt for the SMG over the rifle). 
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Moreover, insofar as the PDW, we have the same manual of arms, 

same magazines, same caliber and all in a very compact package 

that can be left in SMG/Pseudo-Carbine form, or converted into a 

holster pistol in a few seconds. 

You can certainly seek to press any weapon into areas it was never 

intended to be used, but I find one will have far better success by 

using the right tool for the job. 

What does this give you that a regular pistol won't? 

 

Quicker on target, better recoil control, faster follow up shots and 

greater potential for accuracy than a pistol. That is about it. 

Why not just use an SMG? Well, as we found out a long time 

ago, and re-established in Taylor's SMG course, full auto is not the 

panacea that some suggest. In fact, the only real benefit was shown 
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at extremely close range, at least according to the shooting test. I 

suspect the bad guy would not notice the quarter second difference. 

So if we set aside the need for full auto - which I have, exactly just 

what does an UZI or a Czech EVO offer me over the Glock PDW? 

Wait, I know: More weight, bigger weapon, different parts and 

magazines, different system to learn. More performance? Not from 

where I am watching. 

Later this year, with help from some friends, we plan to run some 

more drills with this weapon, other stocked pistols, and some 

SMGs. We will see what we see, but I think the Glock PDW 

concept has some very definite advantages. An old concept whose 

time seems to have returned.  
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BECAUSE NOT EVERYONE CAN AFFORD A SUAREZ MATCH SLIDE  

 

SUAREZ L-MOUNT TRIJICON RMR RED DOT BASE 

 

Originally titled "Project X", this unit is intended for those wanting 

the benefits of the cowitnessed red dot, but either not being 

authorized to modify a "company gun", desiring to leave their 

original slide intact, or for those not being in a position to afford 

http://www.onesourcetactical.com/suarez-l-mount-red-dot-base.aspx#.VuHMYXoYG8C
http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01b7c8222a70970b-popup
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our Custom Match Slides or custom installations on their slide. 

 

The unit is tall enough to clear most suppressors and there are no 

modifications required to your slide. It mounts in the factory rear 

sight dovetail just like a traditional rear sight, but an additional 

contact point using the rear slide cover plate is created, giving an 

extremely solid and immovable base. Unlike other similar units on 

the market with integral fixed iron sights, our unit allows for the 

use of any sights made for the Glock pistol of any height.  

 
 

The unit has capability to accept any sights made for Glock pistols 

in the correct positions (forward and behind the Trijicon RMR). 

Unlike other more costly products, the L-Mount allows the iron 

sights to be zeroed to coincide with the red dot. This last is of 

essential importance because unless you have two points of 

adjustment, you will not get the essential co-witnessing of the 

sights and red dot. 

http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01b7c8222a7a970b-popup
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The first iteration of this is designed for the Trijicon RMR, but 

subsequent versions will be available for other quality optics and 

other popular handguns. 

 

 

o CNC Machined in the USA of bar stock steel 
o Matte finished black 
o Uses any sights made for Glock 
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o Much more robust and secure than MOS 
o Includes rear slide cover plate, L-mount, and mounting screws 
o Uses factory rear sight dovetail - no modifications necessary 
o Optimal mounting height for suppressors 
o Compatible with most holsters. 
o US Patent Pending 
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FIXING THE FLICKERING DOT  

It happens from time to time.  I will get a call from a customer 

whose Trijicon RMR has a flickering dot.  Although anything 

man-made can fail, and Trijicon is good about fixing those that do, 

by far the most prolific reason for an intermittently failing dot is 

the battery. 

We conducted a study and found that the uniformity of thickness 

on a 2032 CR battery is anything but uniform.  Coupled with the 

"underneath" installation of the battery on the RMR, and the 

constant movement of the slide, you get a perfect storm.  The 

battery becomes slightly dislodged from the contacts and the dot is 
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lost...but then in the next few shots, it comes back on.  Very 

frustrating to say the least and why so many have begun to 

investigate other red dot sights such as the Leupold Deltapoint Pro 

and the Vortex Razor (both of whose batteries load from the top or 

side). 

But there is still a factor which places the RMR in an advantageous 

position and that is its low profile.  Loading a battery from the top 

or the side requires a taller mounting and subsequently taller sights 

for co witnessing.  Nothing is free of course. 

We studied the matter for a very long time and tried many possible 

solutions.  All incidentally without Trijicon's help because they 

deny that such a thing is even necessary. 

We came upon a solution that is simple, cost effective, and one of 

those head slapping things that we cannot imagine how we did not 

think of this before.  My son asked me to fix the sole of one of his 

fencing shoes (yes, we fight with swords too at our house) and I 

got out the tube of rubber Shoe-Goo.  As I finished off the shoe, I 

got one of those crazy ideas. 

Could the Shoe-Goo do what we needed to do with the battery?  

That was three months ago. 

Here is what I did...on three weapons now...all with RMRs that 

exhibited the "flickering dot syndrome". 

Place a drop of rubber compound Shoe-Goo onto your RMR 

Sealing Plate.  Don't overdo it.  A little goes a very long way.  
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Next, place the battery on the right position and press down on it 

so the Shoe-Goo spreads out to the sides. 

Now take a knife, an Allen wrench, or your "revenant finger nail" 

and scrape off all the excess rubber as you do not want that getting 

into the RMR itself.   

Now set it down and go do a set of squats or deadlifts...maybe two 

sets.  Once the rubber has set a bit, install the battery and plate onto 

the RMR (make sure there is no excess) and onto the pistol. 

Tested now for 1000 rounds on three pistols...a little Shoe-Goo 

solves the problem it seems.  Who would have thunk it?   

 

http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01bb08d0beff970d-popup
http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01bb08d0bf0c970d-popup
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http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01b7c82c219b970b-popup
http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01b7c82c219b970b-popup
http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01b7c82c219b970b-popup
http://warriortalknews.typepad.com/.a/6a0133ec985af6970b01b7c82c21cf970b-popup
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PISTOL LIGHTS – A REAL WORLD PERSPECTIVE  
 

You can’t see a custom pistol picture today without having a 

weapon light attached to it. I am told that in certain competitions, 

compensators are forbidden, but weapon lights are allowed. Thus 

competitors use them to attenuate the muzzle flip.  

My focus on using lights is to help illuminate those bad guys that 

need to be identified…prior to being shot. What I see lacking in 

many weapon lights is the ability to operate them, one handed, 

while shooting.  

What we see are lights that are easily attached, but that cannot be 

activated unless the operator has the luxury of his second hand on 

the weapon, or uses his trigger finger to activate the light.  
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The “hand” gun, as compared to other weapons, is intended to be 

used one handed. We tend to use two because it makes the act 

easier…but often in the real world, one hand is all that is available. 

To illustrate these times for the unbelievers: ............................. 

 

Opening a door to a room you intend to search (in the dark of 

course).  

 

Moving through a small area with a team mate (or spouse, or 

child), and needing to stay in contact with them by holding them. 

 

Using two lights together (a tactical ruse whereby a second light is 

employed). 

 

In SWAT operations, the shield man (the other hand is holding the 

shield). 

 

What will not happen is that you will ALWAYS have the support 

hand on the handgun to operate the switch (the unfaithful call it a 

weak hand).  

What will also not happen is the trigger finger always being 

available for the task…nor is it likely you will be able to shoot 

while doing so…with the same finger.  

And no, turning on the light and leaving it on while you operate 

one handed is not right either as even a neophyte will be able to 

simply shoot toward the light…and very likely hit you. 
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The answer is simple and one that those who have really gone in 

harm’s way in the dark understand. A proper weapon light on a 

pistol has some sort of a tape switch, or remote switch so that the 

operator can turn on the light with hand grip pressure, while 

touching the trigger with the trigger finger..................... 

 

Pistol lights that have such capability include the Surefire Series 

when used with the remote switch (rarely seen in “gun porn” 

images), the Streamlight series, and the new Crimson Trace 

Lightguard series (which happens to be the most compact of all).  

 

I think that lights will become more common on handguns as they 

also become more compact and easy to carry on a daily basis. 

So there you have it. If you can’t turn on the light, one handed, 

while your trigger finger is on the trigger, you are fooling yourself 

about being ready to win the fight in the dark. 
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PISTOL LASERS - A REAL WORLD PERSPECTIVE 

Another question that seems to come up all the time is how lasers 

fit into this application.  

I am not anti-laser, but I also do not think lasers are as useful as red 

dots, nor are they what some marketers seem to portray them as. 

That said, I think the laser and the red dot can certainly work 

together.  In that sense you now have a pistol with three redundant 

sighting systems.  So lets discuss advantages and liabilities. 
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Red Dot Sights: You can see them in bright sunlight. You can use 

them at longer ranges than a laser. They are more easily seen by 

the shooter on target.  They do not present a signature on the 

target. This last is a point of further discussion.   

Lasers: They are less expensive.  That fact cannot be ignored, but 

not that much. A laser will allow for hits even if the pistol is not in 

the direct line of sight at longer distances, and is easily integrated 

on most modern pistol platforms. 

Laser companies like to say that a bad guy who sees a laser on his 

chest will be compelled to surrender and thus you will avert having 

to shoot him.  I disagree with that premise.  If the bad guy really 

needed shooting, in other words was committed to killing you, I do 

not think he will notice a laser on his chest.  And even if he did, I 

would bet he could get off the line of fire, avoiding the dot, long 

before the laser user could fire his shot. 

The other issue with a laser is that the laser dot is projected onto 

the target, and the dot is a finite size. As the target gets more 

distant, the laser dot becomes more difficult to see.  As well in 

bright light, waiting to see the laser dot will in fact slow you down. 

All of that said, I believe a laser can be integrated into the red dot 

pistol very easily and offer the user a third sighting system.  I have 

been working with a Laser/RMR combination for some time now 

and find it a useful system.  It is not for the low dedication guys as 

a third sighting system will require a little more training time, but 

it will offer additional capabilities to the shooter. 
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WHAT DO WE FOCUS ON...VISUALLY 

FROM OUR LATE FRIEND DON NYGORD -  

Olympic Bullseye Champion8888888888888888888888888888 

 

Using Red-Dot Sights (December 2002)88888888888888888888 
 

Don was a good friend and we corresponded and spoke about the 

red dot concept long before it became a reality on carry guns.  Here 

is an excerpt from an email he sent me. 
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Red-dot sights are so overwhelmingly popular with the NRA 

“Bullseye” shooter (and also IPSC shooters) that a word or two 

about how to use them seems to be in order. Using these sights 

seems almost like cheating to the International event shooter who 

is restricted by archaic rules to using “iron sights” with their 

Partridge configuration of square front sight and square notch.  

The problem of being able to focus on only one element — front, 

rear or target — makes the use of the iron sights an exercise in 

discipline and frustration.  

All this is avoided with the various electronic “red-dot” sights — 

the target and the dot appear in the same plane. When zeroed, 

wherever the dot is on the target when the shot is released is where 

the bullet will impact. And, because the eye/brain is naturally 

wired to seek the center of a circle, there is a noticeable reduction 

in effort when using this sight.  

Putting the dot in the center just sort of happens by itself! But, 

many questions are common when starting to use this system — 

How big should the dot be? How bright? Where do you focus your 

eye? 

 

Dot size is pretty subjective, but my experience has led me to 

choose a size that is approximately ½ the area of the black aiming 

area of the target for bullseye pistol. Smaller dots seem to lead to 

the tendency to obsess about “getting the dot perfectly in the 

middle” — sort of like trying to get the “perfect” hold with iron 

sights — and forgetting to release the shot smoothly while letting 

the dot (or the iron sights) “float” in the natural hold area of the 

day.  
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Some red-dot sights allow you to choose between dot sizes, but in 

general there seems to be two popular sizes: about 3 - 3½ MOA or 

about 7 - 7½ MOA. I like the 7.0 MOA dot such as provided by the 

excellent small “Docter” sight we use on the Pardini GT45s and 

FWB AW93s.  

When I tried a red-dot on my AR15, an interesting situation 

became apparent. For “house-clearing” tactical work, a large dot 

was quickly acquired and was sufficient for close up “hosing” or 

even precise head-shots at 50 yards. But, in trying to determine the 

zero and grouping of the ammo used at 100 yards a MUCH 

smaller dot was needed. So, obviously, application is a major 

factor in choosing dot size.  

For the NRA outdoor pistol shooter, the 7 MOA is probably best. 

 

Brightness is also subjective, but I recommend using the lowest 

intensity setting that gives good dot visibility without straining to 

find it as this will also give the roundest cleanest dot without 

“rays” emanating from the edges.  

When in bright sunlight, many sights can be fitted with a dual 

polarizing filter that allows you to diminish the incoming light to a 

less dazzling level. These are usually just cheap pieces of 

diffraction grating film and image quality might suffer, however. 

 

Finally, focus on the dot. This is the part of the equation that is 

moving and the part you can control. The target is not going 

anywhere or moving at all and you have no control over it. The 

subconscious mind will analyze the dot's movement and coordinate 

it with the continuing smooth motion of the trigger release to give 

you that wonderful “shot breaks just as dot gets to center” 
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experience. This is such a great way to shoot that one can only 

hope the fossils at the ISSF will soon come into the modern world 

and allow these sights on free pistols, air pistols, etc.  

My Comments:  The last point, focusing on the dot rather than the 

target is interesting.  I have found that most shooting can be done 

by keeping visual focus on the target and noticing the dot on that 

target.  And that works fine...much faster than iron sights in fact. 

But if I need a very accurate shot, say a face shot at 25 yards, or a 

partial target...an exposed elbow or foot at closer ranges, my 

accuracy increases dramatically by focusing on the dot. 

One of the great things about this concept is that we have moved 

away from the "Always - Never" mindset of basic training and are 

firmly in the "Sometimes - Maybe - And it Depends" realm with 

sighting. 

In this new realm shooters have a great deal more freedom than the 

era where everyone chanted the mantra of "front sight...front 

sight...front sight".  But along with that is the requirement for the 

shooter to be skilled in the use of the new technology. 

Clearly the, "front sight all the time every time" way is easier, but 

at the cost of greater capabilities and limited by one's visual acuity.  

With the new technology we can point shoot with target focus, we 

can use an off center dot, we can use a carefully centered dot - both 

while focusing visually on the target, or we can bring that visual 

focus back to the dot for surgically accurate shooting at ranges and 

on targets that would not otherwise have been possible.    
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NEW RED DOT OPTIC - DELTAPOINT PRO 

 

Whenever something new enters the market end users begin 

comparing it to the status quo.  That is good as Choices and Wants 

are what capitalism and the American dream are all about.  And 

fulfilling those WANTS are what drives commerce and progress 

and life on planet earth. 
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The Trijicon RMR has been the status quo now for more than six 

years.  But by the admission of insiders at Trijicon, it is a big 

ponderous machine that changes slowly and react, it seems, always 

too late to market demands.  Nonetheless, the Trijicon RMR sits 

atop more handguns than any other red dot today.  When we began 

this red dot pistol odyssey in 2009 the RMR was the only optic 

sufficiently rugged for the purpose. But others have been watching 

and moving to take some market share from Trijicon.  

One of these companies is Leupold.  Leupold has been around for 

a very long time doing the same thing...making optics.  When I 

was a team sniper the scope on my rifle was a Leupold 3.5x10.  

The scopes on my personal rifles today, even though there are a 

myriad of choices, are all Leupold TMR scopes. They do what 

they do - make optics - very well.  So I was very enthusiastic about 

checking the new Delta point Pro as well as how it would integrate 

into our red dot pistol doctrine. 

What follows is a comparison of the Delta Point Pro with the 

Trijicon RMR.  I will give a short cut to the guys that skipped 

reading comprehension in school.  One is not better than the other.  

They are different and bring different things to the table.  here is a 

comparison of those different things. 

First I will give a face-to-face comparison of the specs of the two 

optics. 

Magnification - There is none of course.  Both are what is called 

1x.  In essence you look through the glass and what you see is 

what you see without looking through the glass.  But on the topic 

of glass, I will say that nothing is as clear as Leupold glass.  That is 
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not to say that the RMR is dim or dark, but they do seem to have a 

bluish hue to the glass. Trijicon states, " The coating is to 

maximize the efficiency of reflecting the LED's wavelength 

resulting in a longer battery life".  That may be, but clearer it is 

better. 

Moreover, the lens design on the Delta Point offers a much wider 

field of view than the RMR.  The protective housing aids in 

picking up the dot, whereas the RMR's "cat ears" don't seem to 

offer the same effect. The RMR is slightly more compact. 

Footprint, or size - This is where it could get interesting.  Trijicon 

says their sight is  1.77" (converted from 45mm).  Leopold's is 

slightly longer at Length: 1.82".  The Leupold is markedly 

narrower, fitting perfectly on a Glock 17 slide, whereas the RMR 

tends to overhang very slightly (making a perfect fit on a Glock 21 

for example). 

Leupold offers a rear sight that can be affixed to the Delta Point, 

allowing for not only co witnessing, but also for easy adjustments.  

The RMR is slightly lighter than the Delta Point Pro, but the Delta 

Point Pro does not need an interface plate between the slide and the 

red dot. 

Both use an LED dot. The RM06 being the closest comparison in 

the RMR line is a 3.25 MOA, while the Delta Point Pro is a 2.5 

MOA dot.  Both are adjustable for 1 MOA clicks.  On that note, 

the dials on the RMR are not nearly as distinct - nor I think as 

robust - as on the Delta Point. Adjusting the Delta Point Pro feels 

like you are adjusting the dials on a $2000 rifle scope.     
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Both optics use the same CR2032 Lithium Battery, and both are 

waterproof to the same depth. 

Now to the more drastic differences. 

The Delta Point has a sensor titled "Motion Sensor Technology", 

that picks up any movement of the sight and automatically 
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activates the illumination.  I tested this in several ways and suffice 

to say that no human will be faster than this.  The fact that the sight 

can "go to sleep", like your computer, when it is in a safe, on the 

night stand, etc. is a huge asset to battery life.  Like the RMR, the 

Delta Point can be manually turned on, or off as well. 

The RMRs have an auto brightness adjustment, which the Delta 

point lacks.  I am told that the military wanted the feature 

removed.  My opinion is that I do not like the auto adjust and do 

not use it on my RMRs.  I wrote a piece on how to bypass it some 

time ago.  The Delta Point is manually adjustable and with the dot 

set in the middle point, it is suitable for most situations.  One can 

always go brighter. 

One feature that I really like on the Delta Point is the DP Pro 

flashes the dot 10 times when it detects a low battery (starting 

when there's "several hours" of power left). Whether or not you 

notice this is another matter but if we make checking the dot as a 

part of the "Weapons Check" then you will, and you will be able to 

remedy the matter. 

Here is where the DP outpaces the RMR...for some users.  

The DP's battery compartment is on top and once the DP is 

mounted on the pistol it never need be removed to change a 

battery.  Nor do you need any tools to change the battery.  Pop 

open the housing's door, replace the battery, and off you go. 

The only price is that the DP sits higher on the slide, necessitating 

a taller front sight than usual.    
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Currently there are a myriad of RMRs from Dual Illuminated 

Triangles to 1 MOA Adjustable brightness LED Models.  Some 

dozen models I believe.  The DP only comes in two versions, a 7.5 

MOA triangle, and my personal choice a 2.5 MOA dot. 

I have been running a DP on one of our SI-334 slides now for a 

few months as has a number of our staff, and I have not found any 

drawbacks to using this optic as an alternative to the RMR.  Is it a 

better optic?  No, not really.  It offers some benefits over the RMR, 

and the only drawback that I have found is a slightly taller profile 

and limited model offerings.  

So I am enthusiastic about the DP.  We have brought out the 34 

series slides for the DP and will be offering additional slides in the 

future.  As well we have begun milling customer's slides for the 

DP pro along with the Trijicon RMR. 
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TRITIUM SIGHTS AND RED DOTS 

 

We get emails all the time about this concept.  One recurring 

question is what sort of co witness sights should you get.  There 

are several possible choices and each one has its advantages.   

The basic combinations we see chosen are as follows: 

Black front sight with a black rear sight.  This is the traditional 

sight picture often seen in the pre-tritium days. It offers a clean 

sight picture and enables the users to see the dot easily, while still 

having the benefits of the co-witness system. 

The design of our black sights is clean and sharp.  We have found 

that sharp corners are easier to pick up and index when a surgical 
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shot is needed, and work far better than any rounded corners such 

as are popular on some "U" notched sights. 

   

 

But often, we are asked for something more visible.  I hasten to tell 

the customer to avoid sights so bright that they compete with the 

red dot for attention.  The irons should be there but almost like a 

good bodyguard, unnoticed until necessary. 

We developed a fiber optic that answers that need.  It catches the 

light during the day, and acts just like a black sight in the dark.  

We worked its design out so that it is not excessively bright and it 

can still be indexed on the target as it should be. 
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One request we received early on was for tritium sights.  Initially I 

thought it would be a big mess with "visual clutter" and create all 

manner of unseen issues.  But when we began experimenting I 

realized the value of properly organized tritium sights. 

 

 
 

These are the original sights we were 

originally using.  Its no secret they 

were made by Ameriglo, and these 

are the sights used by just about 

everyone customizing slides today.   

Look at them.  Just like the Trijicon 

three dots that started the whole night 

sight concept.   

But the thing that concerned me was 

two-fold.  One was the big white 

rings around the tritium vials. 
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With sights like this we had three of these big white circles.  And 

remember that proper sight alignment entails aligning the "top of 

the front sight with the top of the rear sight".  Aligning three dots is 

not the same.  And again we get into the highly visible and visually 

distracting situation. 

 

Now right on top of this, add a red or amber dot.  Now you have 

four highly visible dots.  The consensus of our staff was simply 

that it was too much for the eye to manage in reduced time frames. 

 

So we decided to make our own sights - specifically designed 

for use with a red dot sight.   

 

First, we made them as square as possible.  For accuracy we want 

sharp square corners, not circles or u-notches.  We serrated them to 

keep glare off.  We added two set screws.  These sights would not 

move once set. That way if the user found the dot was off point, he 

could be certain that his irons had not moved.  Then we drilled one 

single tritium vial into the base of the square notch.  

 

The result was a set of sights with tritium that acted like totally 

black sights during the day, and did not distract the shooter from 

catching and keeping visual attention on the red dot.  But in 

darkness, the tritium vials would glow and offer the same benefits 

of those ostentatious white outlined dots in a lower profile manner. 

 

When using the irons only, we found that vertically stacking two 

dots was easier than horizontally aligning three.  Moreover, when 

the red dot was added to the mix, stacking an additional dot was far 

easier than juggling four on a horizontal plane. 
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Compare the sight picture with the three dots and the RMR with 

this one of only two dots and the RMR. 

 

Cleaner, simpler visually, and easier to use in times of stress.  

 

I find that now, all of my carry and training guns have had the two 

dot tritium sights added and I find them quite easy to use with no 

visual distractions. 

 

And as a learning point, when training in extremely reduced light, 

the tritium elements do in fact help you to get your eyes where 

they need to be to pick up the dot. 
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One other consideration with sights.  We have found that the Green 

RMRs...the RM05G and RM08G have a pinkish tint to the lens.  

Not a big deal but when using those in conjunction with Tritium 

sights, you will find it very difficult to see the tritium through the 

lens of the RMR. 

 

Just something to consider if you are opting for either of these 

optics. 
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THE PROBLEM WITH THE M.O.S. PISTOLS  

  

The problem with the MOS pistols, and the CORE, and all other 

imminent introductions of the same concept by other major 

manufacturers is this. 
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Their main objective is not to present the most efficient method of 

mounting a red dot sight to a handgun. 

To the contrary, it is to offer a platform that will appeal to 

everyone that wants to do so. So rather than design the system to 

accept a Trijicon RMR, or A Leupold Delta point Pro, exclusively, 

they all compromised in the mounting system to be all things to all 

shooters. 

The reason for that is certainly not because it is better. It is not 

better. The reason was to sell more pistols. I get calls all the time 

about putting a low cost sight on slides. I politely tell them that we 

do not do that because not all red dot sights are created equal and 

not all of them are suitable for a handgun. And to design a handgun 

to accept all of them…even the cheap or unsuitable ones, may be a 

wise marketing move by a company that wants to sell handguns, 

but not for one whose primary goal would be perfection or quality. 

What makes a red dot suitable for a handgun? It must be robust. If 

you need to replace that $175 red dot every six months because it 

breaks, that red dot is insufficiently robust for handgun use. If it 

breaks when you drop it…or if it is so tall on the slide that there is 

no way you will ever be able to use the essential back up sights. So 

to compromise design to allow usage of poor red dot choices is 

intended to sell handguns and not to offer the best design. 

How does that affect you? Requiring the use of a thick interface 

plate between the slide and the optic does a number of undesirable 

things. 
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First is makes for an extremely tall red dot sight…even with units 

that are not characteristically tall. This prevents the usage of the 

cowitnessed sights which are essential to the concept. Anyone that 

suggests that cowitnessed sights are not needed doesn’t have 

sufficient education on the matter. They are essential and any 

system that prevents their use should be deselected. 

Second, the plates used tend to be thin (in order to keep the red dot 

height at minimal yet still excessive height). This gives very little 

purchase to the screws mounting the red dots to the slides. I have 

seen several Trijicon RMRs fly off MOS slides during firing 

strings in class. More pronounced on heavy recoiling calibers, but 

enough on 9mms that their use for self defense is contra-indicated. 

So my advice is simple. Both Glock and Smith & Wesson have 

compromised on quality to allow cheap red dots to be used on their 

handguns. You shouldn’t compromise. You should seek 

excellence. Pick your red dot. One that will work on a handgun. 

The cost difference between a standard Glock and a MOS Glock is 

about $200. You can get your standard Glock slide milled for your 

selected red dot for less than that including cowitnessed height 

sights. 

Leave the compromises to other people – choose excellence. 

All that said, I will have an option for those with a MOS that 

want to upgrade to a more secure mounting system shortly. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

I began the red dot odyssey almost eight years ago now.  What was 

once a rarity and topic of conversation in class is now quite 

common.  But the industry, like all industries is now in flux. 

Anyone with a drill press and a YouTube account is calling 

themselves a gunsmith and milling slides. As well the proliferation 

of aftermarket parts for Glocks will continue as it is the world's 

most popular pistol. Regardless, price will always be a mark with 

which to gauge products.  As the old factory guys used to say, you 
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can have it cheap, fast, or right.  A red dot that is priced too good 

to be true, should probably be avoided like discount eye surgery. 

While I doubt the Glock 19 will be dethroned at anytime soon, 

there are many companies inquiring into the mini-red dot market.  I 

have had great experience with the Leupold Delta Point Pro, and 

we are building slides and milling customer slides for them. 

On my desk are three other red dots.  One is the Vortex Razor.  We 

are in testing with them but they seem promising.  And it is a 

poorly kept secret that there are other companies doing the same.  

I believe that within a few years the quality of these optics will 

have increased where Trijicon will have some very serious 

competition for top choice.  

There are other things in the offing, and it is an exciting time to be 

a red dot pistol shooter. 

 

Suarez International Red Dot Pistol Training 

Suarez International Red Dot Installations and Custom Slides 

  

https://suarezinternational.com/suarez-firearms-training/
https://suarezinternational.com/slides-for-glock-red-dot/
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 Gabriel Suarez was one of the first developers and promoters  

 of using red dots on defensive pistols.  Since 2009 he has been 

 pushing the much imitated development of the red dot sighted  

 handgun through his organization - Suarez International. 

 

 www.suarezinternational.com 

 

 

 


